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ADDENDUM NO 1:  
 
Notice to Vendors: 
 

1. Are cameras part of the structure?  
TGC response: The cameras are separate although follow the same path. 
 

2. Is the ceiling made of sheetrock or is there an access panel?  
TGC response: In the detention area, the ceilings are sheetrock. The rest of the building has drop ceiling.  
 

3. Should an access panel be included in cost? 
TGC response: If one is needed, then yes. 
 

4. How should cables terminate under the counter for computers in the observation room?  
TGC response: Terminations should be on top of the counters. They will terminate like any other 
network cable. 
 

5. Will there be computers on top of the counter?  
TGC response: Yes, there will be computers on top of the counter. 
 

6. How many computers will be in the room?  
TGC response: Two computers 
 

7. How many drops in observation room?  
TGC response: Four  
 

8. How many drops in intake room?  
TGC response: Four  
 

9. Will all drops be in or at the same spot (intake room)?  
TGC response: Yes 
 

10. Is a metal raceway wanted in intake room?  
TGC response: Proposals can include metal raceway(s). 



11. How many new drop in the "shell" 
TGC response: Two new drops 

12. Will cable removal and installation occur while computers will be in use? 
TGC response: Yes 

13. What are hours of operation for the building? 

TGC response: Hours of operation are 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

14. Is there a screening process for contractors? 
TGC response: Yes 

15. Is there a preferred time of day for contractor to perform work? 
TGC response: Yes, daytime hours would be preferred. 

16. Is there an area for staging of materials? 

TGC response: Yes, in the "shell". 

17. Is there exposed area in the "shell"? 

TGC response: Yes 

18. Should conduit or j-hooks be used in exposed ceiling? 
TGC response: Either is okay. 

19. How many cables are wanted in the classroom? 
TGC response: Fully populated is preferr~d but, if not possible, raceways may need to be changed. 

20. Is electrical work done internally? 
TGC response: Yes, however a contractor will be used to install new electrical and an air conditioner in 
the room that will be used for IT closet. 

21. Is hardwire possible in the electrical roollil? 
TGC response: Yes 

22. Will electrical work be done before cabling is installed in IT closet? 
TGC response: Yes 

Please include this signed addendum with your response. 

Sincerely, 

~ D.Kl. - ~ ustm em 
Procurement Supervisor 
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